
 

Operations Intern 
Kola studios is a mobile game development company based in Kampala, Uganda. We build 

casual games that resonate with the culture of a target audience but also have global appeal. 

We currently have 4 games and 1 social application with a growing number of users every day. 

Our most popular game, Matatu has been downloaded over 40,000 times across Android and 

iOS smartphones. Matatu has over 100,000 games played every day.  

Kola Studios is expanding and building games for a broader market and hope to cover all 

corners of Africa in the next 6 months. 

We are looking for an operations intern to work with the business and marketing team to 

manage daily operations in the departments. 

The Operations team embodies Kola’s vision by working tirelessly to organize everything, and 

manage everything. 

 

Position: Operations Intern 

Number: 1 

Location: Kampala, Uganda 

Duration: 3 Months 

Description: 

As an operations intern, you will be responsible to carrying out key activities within the company 

to meet the required goals and timelines. You will be working closely with the marketing and 

business teams to ensure the operations run seamlessly as intended. 

Responsibilities: 

 Take full responsibility for projects as assigned. 

 Research and develop deep knowledge of key marketing strategies. 

 Liaise with the technical team on game features and client requests. 

 Aiding in visuals concepts for development of online campaigns. 

 Contribute to the development of internal and external games. 

 Take part in the testing phase of products 

 Learn new skills as outlined by long-term training plan, using books, online training, one-

on-one mentoring and other resources. 

 Day to day support for ad hoc requirements 

 Assisting with product and campaign photo shoots 

Qualifications 

 University degree. 

 Good people skills 

 Fluent in English 

 Very internet savvy 



 
 

 

Desired Skills and Experience 

 Motivated and organized person who is a self-starter and can multi-task 

 Able to maintain a compelling and consistent style throughout the project. 

 Basic understanding of information technology and its use in business 

 Good time management and communication skills. 

 Excellent verbal and written communication skills. 

 Highly collaborative but also able to work independently 

 Fluent in English. 

 Familiarity with business to business marketing concepts 

 Analytical and data literate 

 Positive, energetic attitude 

 The flexibility to do ad hoc activities as required. 

Please send CV and cover letter to jobs@kolastudios.com to be considered for this position. Only 

shortlisted candidates will be contacted.  

 


